Importance of early diagnosis of retinoblastoma

All physicians should be aware of the early symptoms and signs of cancer. Depending on the type of cancer, failure to make an early diagnosis can pose a threat to the involved organ and, more importantly, to the patient’s life. These principles are particularly true with regard to retinoblastoma, a disease that affects infants and young children. Failure to recognise retinoblastoma at an early stage can lead to blindness, cosmetic deformities, and, in advanced cases, even death.1–3

In this issue of the BJO, Goddard and colleagues report their observations on delayed diagnosis of retinoblastoma and its effects on type of treatment and outcome (p. 1320). They found that there was an increased risk of delayed diagnosis in younger children, in children who presented with strabismus rather than leukocoria, and in those who were evaluated initially by a health visitor rather than a medical physician. This delay in diagnosis appeared to increase the risk of local tumour invasion. Fortunately, there were no deaths in this group of patients.

Many years ago, enucleation was the only acceptable treatment for retinoblastoma. Although enucleation was probably a life saving procedure in many cases, it eliminated any chance of vision in the affected eye and it was associated with the usual problems of an anophthalmic socket, including cosmetic considerations, dry eye, and infection. Later, the introduction of external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) allowed salvage of many eyes, some with useful vision. However, a number of potentially serious problems were subsequently recognised to be associated with EBRT. Firstly, it frequently led to dry eye symptoms, radiation cataract, and radiation retinopathy. Secondly, it often caused facial cosmetic deformity secondary to atrophy of soft tissue in the orbit and temporal fossa. Thirdly, and most importantly, it was found to spawn a number of malignant secondary neoplasms in the field of irradiation.4

Many of the problems associated with enucleation and EBRT were subsequently alleviated by use of radioactive plaque brachytherapy,1–5 laser photocoagulation,1–6 and cryotherapy.1–7 However, these methods were mainly appropriate for small or recurrent tumours, often in eyes that had already undergone external beam irradiation.

More recently, techniques of chemoreduction and chemothermotherapy have achieved popularity in the management of selected retinoblastomas. Chemoreduction is a method of treating a tumour with chemotherapy with the goal of reducing tumour size, so that a more conservative method of treatment can be employed.8–10 Hence, eyes that would have required enucleation or EBRT in the past are managed with chemoreduction combined with thermotherapy, plaque brachytherapy, or cryotherapy. Chemothermotherapy uses chemotherapy synergistically with heat, delivered with a modified diode laser system. This results in a smaller retinal scar than occurs with laser photocoagulation or cryotherapy.10

Early results of these new treatment modalities suggest that retinoblastoma, if diagnosed early enough, can be managed without enucleation or any form of irradiation. Thus, the importance of early diagnosis becomes obvious. It is apparent that if all retinoblastomas could be recognised either in utero or shortly after birth, most of them could be treated promptly by the aforementioned methods, thus saving the child’s life and salvaging useful vision. Goddard and associates have found that there is often a delay in diagnosis and they alluded to the difficulties in making an early diagnosis of retinoblastoma. However, the method of obtaining earlier diagnosis remains a dilemma.

Ideally, it would be possible to alleviate the problem of late diagnosis by having an eye screening programme for all children shortly after birth, using indirect ophthalmoscopy by a qualified ophthalmologist. However, implementation of such a screening programme for poorly cooperative infants would be difficult and probably not economically feasible, particularly when one considers that retinoblastoma is a rare malady.

It seems, therefore, that the next best chance of alleviating the problem of late diagnosis of retinoblastoma, would be through education of the healthcare personnel who would possibly be first to see a child with retinoblastoma. There is no simple way of achieving this goal. However, many ophthalmologists do have the opportunity to teach other physicians or citizens in their community about ocular diseases. The inclusion of a little about retinoblastoma in such efforts could possibly facilitate its earlier recognition.

Since ocular oncologists ultimately evaluate many patients with retinoblastoma, it should be the responsibility of ophthalmologists to review periodically the clinical features of retinoblastoma with paediatric ophthalmologists, retinal specialists, and general ophthalmologists. Using similar methods, local ophthalmologists should reach paediatricians, optometrists, and general physicians regarding early signs of retinoblastoma. Such education can be done either by lectures or distribution of pertinent literature. Literature oriented to laymen could be exhibited in paediatricians’ waiting rooms for parents to read. The lectures and distributed material do not need to be
oriented entirely to retinoblastoma, but should include retinoblastoma as part of their overall format. It should be pointed out that any child with an abnormal pupillary reflex, strabismus, ocular redness, or other unusual ocular signs, should be referred promptly to an ophthalmologist or an ocular oncologist. Furthermore, it would be desirable if local healthcare personnel could encourage parents to have their children examined by an eye care physician at an early age, particularly if the eyes seem abnormal.

In summary, most retinoblastomas will continue to be quite advanced at the time of diagnosis and enucleation or external beam irradiation will remain the only therapeutic options in such cases. However, we have recently observed a decrease in the necessity of enucleation and we expect it to further decrease with the judicious use of chemoreduction and chemothermotherapy. But, earlier diagnosis is still an attainable goal. It may not be feasible to institute widespread, comprehensive retinoblastoma screening programmes for all infants and young children. However, if ophthalmologists can include early recognition of retinoblastoma in their teaching efforts to reach other healthcare personnel, then there is a chance that more cases will be recognised earlier, resulting in implementation of more conservative therapeutic modalities. This, in turn, should lead to even lower mortality and preservation of visual function in eyes that otherwise would have required enucleation or external beam irradiation. If this goal can be achieved, many children with retinoblastoma may retain better vision and enjoy a better quality of life.
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